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The New Mailbutler boosts Apple Mail and Gmail productivity
Published on 01/23/18
Mailbutler GmbH today announces the latest version of their email extension is broadly
available for all Gmail and Apple Mail users. The lightweight extension offers an unique
approach to productivity: it acts as a Swiss army knife for emails while integrating
seamlessly into the native Apple Mail and Gmail interface. Readily compatible on both
email clients, the new Mailbutler brings major updates to its functions with added
features and a fully revamped interface.
Berlin, Germany - Mailbutler GmbH, creator of the leading email productivity plugin,
announced today the latest version of their email extension is broadly available for all
Gmail and Apple Mail users. Readily compatible on both email clients, the new Mailbutler
brings major updates to its functions with added features and a fully revamped interface.
"Following the success with Apple Mail, we listened to our customers' demands and brought
our email software expertise to Gmail. Many email companies unfortunately only market one
type of email function - we saw an opportunity to bring together all types of complex
email features under one roof. This is why we decided to bring the simplicity of
Mailbutler to a second platform." shared Tobias Knobl, co-founder and CEO of Mailbutler.
Gmail and Apple Mail users can perform tasks with Mailbutler such as email scheduling,
receive read receipts, upload files to cloud services, create signatures and templates,
share notes and tasks - all without the need to install multiple third-party tools. The
redesigned Mailbutler Dashboard now allows users an easily accessible overview of all
their email activities.
The lightweight extension offers an unique approach to productivity: it acts as a Swiss
army knife for emails while integrating seamlessly into the native Apple Mail and Gmail
interface. "We want to help users take back control of their inbox," added Tobias. The
all-in-one plugin maximizes efficiency of emails, helps users to stay organized and
leverages time in a smart and intuitive way.
"Our team worked tirelessly over the past six months to perfect the new Mailbutler, and
we're proud to have built a powerful yet agile solution that meets the needs of our
multi-faceted customers," shared Fabian Jager, Mailbutler's co-founder and CTO.
Introducing its biggest update in its two year history, the Berlin-based company also
celebrates hitting a milestone with over 100k users. With the options of Free,
Professional and Business plans, the new Mailbutler is now available for download.
Mailbutler:
https://www.mailbutler.io/
Free download:
https://bowtie.mailbutler.io/user/signup
Screenshot:
https://www.mailbutler.io/images/MB_Scheduling.png

Mailbutler GmbH is a software company based in Berlin, Germany. Founded in 2015 by Fabian
Jager and Tobias Knobl, the company's mission is to provide elegant and intuitive
solutions to maximise users' everyday productivity. All Material and Software (C)
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